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Suites
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EXCLUSIVE PLAN HOTELS SELECTION

FIROSTEFANI - SANTORINI

EXCLUSIVE ISLAND TOURS
“Explore the magnificence of Santorini!’’
Duration: 2 / 4 / 6 hours
Timetable: Upon request
2hrs – Akrotiri Excavations or Oia Village
1st option: Visit the Akrotiri Excavations and discover the ruins of ancient Greek settlements.
2nd option: Discover the breathtaking town of Oia and enjoy scenic views of unparalleled Greek
beauty. Sightsee and shop at leisure in the postcard-perfect village of Oia.

All the required Equipment is included in the above Rates
Rate: 150€, 24% VAT & all Legal Taxes included

4hrs – Santorini Experience Tour






Visit the charming town of Oia, nestled in the hillsides.
Photo Stop at the Blue Dome Church in the artisan neighborhood of “Firostefani”.
Enjoy scenic views of Mt. Prophet Elias, the highest peak of the island, above Pyrgos village.
Relax at the Black sand beach of Perissa or enjoy a wine-tasting at a traditional winery
The above sample itinerary can be tailored according to your preferences on the spot to
include/exclude additional stops as long as the total duration of the trip remains up to 4Hours.

All the required Equipment is included in the above Rates
Rate: 180€, 24% VAT & all Legal Taxes included

6hrs - Santorini Highlights Tour








Make a stop at the famous “Caldera” of the island and learn about Santorini’s formation &
history.
Discover the breathtaking town of Oia and enjoy scenic views of unparalleled Greek beauty.
Drive all the way to the peak of Prophet Elias Mt. at the highest point of the island and gaze
at a 360-degree panoramic view of Santorini.
Photo stop at the iconic Three Bells of Fira (Blue Dome Church).
Wine-tasting of different types of wine at Santorini wine estates/wineries. (Extra cost)
Photo stop at the Red sand beach, admire the impressive landscape filled with red volcanic
sand.
Drive until the Santorini Lighthouse to discover the edge of Santorini’s cliffs

All the required Equipment is included in the above Rates
Rate: 240€, 24% VAT & all Legal Taxes included

“MOOD FOR LOVE” HONEYMOON PACKAGE
“A day dedicated, absolutely to you”
Duration: 3 hours
Timetable: Upon request
Santorinian - Couples Massage – 1 hour
The Queen of Cyclades! The wonderful local products of tomato – fava – vinsanto – capers are
the elements that characterize it. Indulge in this unique session with Capricorn Essential Oil
exfoliated with vinsanto, a combination of products that while relaxed will give you relief from
pain and hydration in your body!

Facial Treatment – 50 min
A unique moisturizing treatment that offers a fresh, rejuvenating feeling to the skin. Holistic
treatment based on the nourishing, antioxidant ingredients of the Mediterranean diet,
offering beauty and well-being. The skin is revived and invigorated effectively, glowing with
freshness and radiance offering complete care for every skin type and combines all the
necessary steps for effective rejuvenation and renewal of the skin.

Candle Lights Sensational Healing – 1 hour
A "Candle Light Couple Bath" may give a warm & relaxing touch on your evening. Enjoy a bottle
of chilled Greek sparkling wine, a fresh fruits platter while relaxing privately at your own Outdoor
Hot Tub, under the moonlight.

All the required Equipment is included in the above Rates
Rate: 350€ + 24% VAT, all legal taxes included

EXCLUSIVE HORSERIDING ROMANTIC TOUR
“Yes! It is all about romance!”

Duration: 3 hours
Timetable: Upon request

Caldera Cliff Side / Eros Black Sandy Beach
Starting at the stables in Megalochori with our horses, our professional partners will lead you
along the paths of the vineyards to explore their traditional layout, and along the south trails
that lead to the secluded Eros Beach or Caldera Cliff Side.

Private romantic dinner
At the completion of your ride, a selection of hand – made local finger food combined with the
famous Vinsanto sweet local wine will be served. Santorini is beautiful in every corner, the
breathtaking view, and the wonderful atmosphere with your loved ones creating a memory to
cherish for years! We offer an array of tastes to choose from so to create the best menu from a
plethora of options to satisfy your preferences.

All the required Equipment is included in the above Rates
Rate: 750€ + 24% VAT, all Legal Taxes included

EXCLUSIVE SAILING PACKAGE
“A lifetime yacht experience”
Duration: 5 hours
Timetable: Upon request
“Sail your own way”
A unique chance to experience a completely personalized cruise around the Caldera. Plan the
perfect moment with the assistance of our experts. Let the journey begin

“Camera ON (Board)”
Α click of the camera has the power to capture the beauty of the landscape the personal
moment we want to remain indelible in time, the memories we want to stay alive, the story we
want to share the experience we want to live again and again. Santorini is the magical place
that composes images in unique colors. Get ready for the most beautiful moments with a
background of the beauty of the landscape

“Dinner Just for 2”
Α different yachting experience begins just for 2. An exquisite escape, relaxing sailing with our
luxurious vessels. A retreat to enjoy the most beautiful sunset in the world with a backdrop of
magnificent Caldera and dinner on board under the moonlight and bright light of stars, in an
absolutely idyllic and uncrowded atmosphere aboard, exclusively for you. Moody music, rich
local dishes will accompany the magical evening journey. Experience the unique taste feast
and romanticism

All the required Equipment is included in the above Rates
Rate: 2.000€ + 24% VAT, all legal taxes included

